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IDEA is the Architectural Package of the Integrated 
4M Suite, which supports the close cooperation 
among the Architect,  the Civil Engineer and the 
Mechanical/Electrical Engineer, during all the 
stages of the Building design process.
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IDEA is the unrivaled BIM solution 
for Architectural Building Design that 
meets the entire needs of the 
Architect regarding model creation, 
high quality photorealism and virtual 
walkthrough. 

IDEA combines the most popular 
icad-like interface & functionalities with a 
sophisticated BIM technology built on 
top of IntelliCAD. Thanks to its last 
generation BIM structure, IDEA provides 
a smart model shaping and high design 
accuracy, directly applied to the real 3D 
building model. Intelligent building 
objects easily handled through intelligent 
functions offer the real BIM power under 
an Autocad®-like interface, which is 
already known by the majority of the 
CAD users. Architectural design is 
further facilitated by high-quality 
photorealism, smooth 3D/4D 
walkthrough and many others (bill of 
materials, topographical component etc).

IDEA is a must for every Architect not 
only for its numerous advantages, but 
also because it is an inexpensive 
solution with almost negligible costs 
regarding training, support and 
maintenance.

Unlimited freedom during the
Architectural Synthesis

With IDEA you can design directly on the 3D building 
model, by manipulating the architectural objects and 
elements just like "plastic" objects, freely shaped in 
real time. This is possible not only in the simple 
building objects but also in the composite ones, 
since their structure follows a synergistic BIM logic. 
This allows even the most complicated design ideas 
to be realized very easily and fast.

High Quality Rendering
PhotoIDEA

With PhotoIDEA you can create high quality 
photorealistic images thanks to the OpenGL fast 
algorithms and the state-of-the-art ray-tracing 
technology. Given that every object embeds 
materials and textures within its editable 
attributes, the only you have to do to get a 
high-quality real representation, is to click on 
the mouse.

Live walkthrough
WalkIDEA

With WalkIDEA you can take a real-time virtual 

tour walkthrough of the photorealistic 3D model, 

walking indoor and outdoor while using several 

options (staircases to ascend, doors to open 

etc). In addition you can also create avi video 

files, by just clicking on the “record” button.
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A new BIM generation built on the top
of the IntelliCAD functionality and affordability
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4M IDEA

IDEA allows the native application of all the Standard 
IntelliCAD/AutoCAD commands (copy, move, trim, break, 
mirror, extend, copy-paste etc) directly to any building object 
(walls, openings, slabs, beams, columns etc), as well as the 
native use of the usual CAD Editing Tools (grips, “right button 
-> properties” etc) to any building object. Every creation or 
modification at any stage of the design process results to the 
direct update of all the 2D/3D project drawings, displayed in 
real time through the smart project drawing explorer 
(tree-view browser).
Every modification brings automatically any necessary 
readjustment (i.e. re-dimensioning, opening labels), There is 
no limit to the user's freedom and no restriction to work on 
every aspect of the real building model (i.e. on the 
ground-plan, on a 3D view or even on a facade, cross-section 
or a perspective). IDEA’s advanced BIM structure 
results to continuously update the project drawings 
(sections, views, perspectives, etc) while also 
keeping updated any other intervention 
made by the user on the layout 
(insertion of library items, 
text, annotation, etc). As 
a result, over the 
design process, 
the user has 
the full control  
and supervision of 
the whole building and its 
parts, as far as both are 
considered, a) the real 3D model 
itself, and b) the project drawings.

Walls & Openings

Composite  Elements & Structures
IDEA includes a set of sophisticated dialogs and modelers to 
create slabs, staircases, roofs, rails and vertical or horizontal 
elements of any type and shape. Dynamic shaping and editing 
of any composite element is performed through the parametric 
dialogs of IDEA which practically cover every construction 
case. The parametric behavior of all these structures enables 
changing most of their properties at any time in the design 
process. Through use of these BIM tools the user can quickly 
analyze alternative design solutions to discover the most 
desirable ones.
Among others, IDEA contains:

Dialog boxes to define and shape beams, columns, slabs 
and other structural elements
Staircase modeler to generate even the most complex 
shapes, along with their parts and accessories. 
Roof modeler with unlimited options to design any type of 
roof structure and add components such as attics, lofts, 
skylights, inclined openings and others.
Dialogs for vertical elements, gables, ramps, rails and many 
other more specific building entities such as chimneys and 
pergolas.

Libraries
Further to the Parametric Library Generators wherever 
required (i.e. openings, shutters etc), IDEA also includes a 
large number of items (objects, accessories, symbols etc) 
properly grouped into thematic libraries (Living Room 
Furniture, Dining Room Furniture, Kitchen Furniture, Office 
Furniture, Equipment, Plants etc). In addition, through the 
Dynamic Library Editor, the user can define and create new 
libraries, edit existing items, or even insert any dwg drawings 
and convert them into library items.

Topographical Component
IDEA embeds a complete Topographical component including 
a group of smart commands for the quick and precise 
creation of the topographical drawings and the automatic 
generation of the 3D ground model.

IDEA provides unlimited freedom while designing on the 3D building 
model, thanks to its State-of-the-Art BIM structure. The real time display 
of the model transformations, while the modifications are being done, 
enables the user to focus absolutely on the design process itself, thus 
avoiding time-consuming drawing tasks. By defining or editing any 
building element (or even entire building components), all the 2D-3D 
building drawings are immediately updated and correctly presented.
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  PhotoIDEA is the photorealism module of IDEA that 
produces high-quality photorealistic scenes. PhotoIDEA 
uses a rich library of real materials with texture (e.g. 
marble, wood, stone, carpets etc), which can be selected 
and adjusted properly if necessary. Given that all the 
material information is natively embedded within the 
building object attributes, the whole process is fast and 
easy and the results immediately visible on screen by just 
clicking on the mouse. The ability of selecting and editing 
materials from the rich program library, the positioning of 
the lighting sources, the background selection, the use of 
photographic objects, as well as many other options and 
settings are all performed in a friendly and fast 

  WalkIDEA is the virtual reality component of IDEA, 
generating walking through scenarios in a very simple 
manner: Any virtual "trip" can be stored as an avi file. More 
than a simple walk, the "WalkIDEA" group of commands 
permit many other visual effects, such as the ascension of 
a staircase, the option to open a door while "walking" etc. 
In addition, WalkIDEA can offer the experience of a 4D 
stereoscopic reality through a pair of stereo glasses.way 
through the "PhotoIDEA" group of commands.

IDEA BIM Architectural is proudly presented, among others, by 
theofficial IntelliCAD Organization itself, being included within the 
mainsuccess stories of ITC
(see www.intellicad.org/BIM-Case-Study---4M/). 4M IDEA

1. Ability to work directly on the real 3D Building Model 
2. All the project drawing aspects (views, sections, axonometric etc) are being globally updated
3. The entire building (composed of parts/levels) can be globally edited & shaped
4. Properties button on any objects
5. Editing of simple object entities (i.e. walls, slabs, beams etc)
6. Editing of more complicated objects (directly or through parametric dialogs)
7. Group editing capabilities (i.e. modify a common feature of a group of building elements)
8. Use of generators for standard building entities (i.e. openings)
9. Parametric modeling of specific Objects (i.e. slabs, gables, rails etc)
10. Intelligent modelers of complicated architectural components (i.e. stair modeler, roof modeler and others)
11. Dimensions automatically assigned to Objects
12. Synergistic Integration among Architectural drawing, Photorealism and Animation
13. Object libraries easily adapted within the 3D model 
14. Automatic listing of the Bill of materials
15. Application & Editing of Materials textures on the drawing
16. High Accuracy regarding the Rendered 3D Model
17. Model Rendering & Animation capabilities
18. Integration options with civil and mechanical engineering vertical applications
19. Easy to learn and work productively after a quick training
20. Time to complete a project is a small fraction comparing with a flat design program
21. Time to edit/modify a project is a small fraction comparing with a flat design program
 (*) i.e. with autocad®, Intellicad®, zwcad® etc

Features IDEA Flat Design
IDEA BIM Concept Design vs Flat Design (*)

IDEA vs the top-class BIM Architecturals (**)
Features IDEA vs BIM

competitors IDEA Advantages
IDEA adopts the 4MCAD (IntelliCAD) functionality
IDEA follows the opendwg format standards, as provided by ODA 
(www.opendwg.com)
IDEA latest release has been redesigned according to the last generation 
BIM standards
IDEA-PhotoIDEA-WalkIDEA work within a seamlessly integrated 
environment
IDEA adopts an open software engineering structure

Properties button on any building object for quick and dynamic shaping
Smart update of the project drawings (sections, views, perspectives, etc) 
while also keeping any interventions made by the user (insertion of library 
items, text, annotation, etc) 
BIM Manager embedding the IDEA smart explorer (tree-view browser of the 
drawings)
Over 500 slides available, which can be combined with several object 
parameters of the openings
Dynamic Library editor, to define/create libraries/items or even convert any 
dwg drawing into a library item
IDEA faces all the range of the building entities (i.e. from slabs, rails, stairs 
and roofs, to chimneys, pergolas and many others)
To face complicated building components (i.e. roof modeler with unlimited 
options to design any type of roof structure and add components such as 
attics, lofts, skylights, inclined openings and many others).
IDEA produces a high accuracy bill of materials based on the building 
objects 
Smart topographical design application based on a sophisticated 3D 
ground modeler 
High speed rendering performance based on OpenGL plus smart ray-trace 
algorithms for the best quality result
Based on high speed algorithms providing smooth animation plus the 
highest 3D/4D performance
IDEA belongs to the Integrated 4M Suite including also FINE MEP and 
STRAD Structural, BIM Verticals
IDEA user can start working after a half hour training

Concerning both, BIM and DWG formats
Due to its functionality IDEA is already known to Autocad/IntelliCAD users
IDEA full version needs less than 500 Mbytes
IDEA purchase cost is approximately 5 times less expensive than 
competition standards
IDEA training cost is practically negligible
IDEA maintenance cost is too low

1. ACAD/ICAD Functionality
2. Full DWG Compatibility

3. Modern BIM design

4. Integration among 3D modeling,  
 Photorealism and Animation
5. Momentum regarding R&D on BIM  
 technology
6. Real time editing/ Properties button
7. Live connections for drawings 

8. Project drawing manager

9. Friendly Features: Slides for openings

10. Friendly Features: Library manager

11. Friendly Features: Parametrical building  
 entities
12. Friendly Features: Sophisticated  
 Modelers

13. Bill of materials

14. Topographical design

15. Rendering engine

16. Walkthrough engine

17. Seamless Integration with civil and  
 mechanical engineering verticals
18. Ability to work productively after a quick  
 training
19. Save back compatibility
20. Easiness to be learned by new user
21. Small size requested on Disk
22. Low Purchase Cost

23. Negligible Training Cost
24. Low Maintenance Cost
 (**) i.e. Revit®, Archicad®, etc

settings are all performed in a friendly and fast 
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